
5• Determinations of the power of refraction of a 

nomber of allanites. 
By 

N. Zenzen. 

In the course of the two last years I have undertaken some approxi
mative determinations of the refraction of certain allanites. As our know
ledge of the refractive power of al lanite has remained very imperfect up 
to the present time, and my determinations partly refer to previously 
analyzed specimens, it seems to me that my results might deserve publi
cation. 

In the mineralogical and petrographical literature I have found only 
three statements referring to the numerical values of the refractive indices 
of allanite. These three determinations have been carried out by MrcHEL
L:Evv and LACROIX. According to their measurements allanite from 
Pont-Paul at Morlaix, Depart. Finistere, France, had a medium refrac
tion > I,78 (Bull. Soc. Franc. de Min., I888, T. II, p. 67), allanite from 
'Nceskilen in Norway � = I,682, and allanite from Edenville a> 1,78 (MICHEL
L:Evv et LACROIX, Mineraux des roches, Paris 1888, p. 185). 

All the allanites exaroined by me occurred in, at !east, compara
tively !arge fragments or individuals; for this reason there was, in 
general, no difficulty in obtaining pure material for the investigations. If 
there was, in some case, any doubt whether the mineral to be investi
gated was really allanite, blowpipe- or other tests were made in order to 
make the determination certain. 

A thin-section having shown me that an allanite from Vargholmen 
at Gottenvik in Östergötland, Sweden, was completely isotropic and Jooked 
rather homogenous, I was at first interested to see, if it would be possible 
to get its refractive index so simply as by rueans of the total refracto
meter. A polished surface of a piece of the mineral in question was 
placed upon the refractometer, hut, though the polish was very high and 
total reflection took place, it was quite impossible to discern any limit of 
total reflection. I next tried the immersion method, and then stated that, 
as was to be expected, the allanite substance was not in reality homo-
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genous; the small fragments of the pulverized, isotropic mineral showed 
different refractive index, and the variation was within comparatively 
wide limits. 

In all the following determinations I only used the immersion method. 
In order to study the relation between refractive index and density of 
the allanites, I also determined their specific gravity. If possible, frag
ments of the allanites were brought to suspension in the common heavy 
solutions, in the remaining cases the sp. gr. was determined by weighing 
in benzol. As the density of allanite evidently varies somewhat even 
within the limits of a rather small piece of the mineral, I naturally used 
quite the same material for the determinations both of density and refrac
tive index. All the small pieces used at the determination of the sp. gr. 
were afterwards crushed together, and the investigation of the refraction 
was executed upon the intimate mixture of small fragments thus obtained. 

The computation of the medium refractive index of a certain allanite 
was performed in the following way: The solutions used were the stan
dard ones with an original difference of refraction of O,oos between two 
consecutive members of the series of solutions, their actual refractive in
dices having been established by means of the total refractometer, when 
found necessary. Different portions of small fragments out of the crushed 
part of an allanite were examined in the different solutions, until the 
limiting valnes of the power of refraction had been snfficiently carefully 
determined. Besides, for every solution with a refractive index falling 
between these valnes, there was made a rough estimate, how many of the 
fragments momentarily placed under the microscope had a refractive index 
above, equal to and below that of the solution just used. In order to 
secure a somewhat higher degree of accuracy, such determinations were 
very often repeated two or three times with different portions of frag
ments in the same solution. Afterwards there was no difficulty in deter
mining an approximative value of the medium refractive index of the 
allanite substance, a value, the incertitude of which in most cases could 
not exceed a few units in the third decimal place. In the following I 
have, in general, expressed the medium values in question with three 
decimals, though the last one is pnt in a paranthesis, because of the 
incertitude just referred to. The points corresponding to the more trust
worthy couples of sp. gr. and medium refractive index were plotted into 
a diagram (fig. 1). 

As the allanites, even when unaltered, have no eonstant chemical 
composition, and are generally to be found in, at !east, a somewhat 
altered condition, it is not to be expected that the relation between their 
sp. gr. and medium refractive index should be so simple that it would 
be possible to express it by means of a single curve. Nevertheless, the 
relation mentioned is of such a nature that the points corresponding to 
the different allanites, altered or not altered, occupy an area in the form 
of a straight, narrow strip of considerable length. Broadly viewed, the 
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medium refractive index of allanite fairly regularly decreases with dimi
nishing sp. gr., and, in the case of different parts of the same allanite 
individual, or allanites from the same locality, no exception to this rule 
was found. The sp. gr. of the allanites examined (altered allanites in
cluded) varies from 4,15 (No. I. Bastnäs) to 2,678 (No. 39· Karlberg) or 
samewhat less (No. 40. Skeppsholmen), and the refraction of single grains 
from a value higher than 1,78 (No. I. Bastnäs) to at the !east so low a 
value as I,s3 (No. 40. Skeppsholmen). 

The allanites with high sp. gr. and corresponding, high medium 
refraction are birefracting and pleochroitic and evidently unaltered or 
only slightly altered. The substance of allanites with a sp. gr. lower than 
3,5o and a refractive index lower than I ,7o in most cases has lost its 
original birefracting power and is isotropic. The observations upon the 
allan i te N o. 22. Snarum with a s p. gr. = 3.23 still show that the re exists 
allanite substance which does not lose its bircfraction before i t has assumed 
so low a refractive index as I,65. 

There has not been observed any isotropic allanite substance with 
higher sp. gr. than 3,5o and higher refractive index than I,7o. In this 
respect gadolinite behaves differently. Specimens of the isotropic gado
linites from Kararfvet and Ytterby in Sweden had a sp. gr. of 4,,"3 and 
4,223 respectively. By means of the immersion method I found that in 
both cases the fragments obtained by the crushing of the pieces used in 
the determination of the density had refractive indices that were invariably 
higher than I,74, hut did not exceed (though in part equalled) I,78. Though 
these determinations are not sufficient for a more exact statement of the 
medium refractive indices of these two gadolinites, it is still evident that 
the medium values referred to must be about I,76 or I,77. A gadolinite 
with the sp. gr. 4.36 from Hitterö in Norway yielded fragments with 
a strong double refraction. All of them had higher refracting power 
than I,78. 

The substance of even birefracting allanites sometimes in part shows 
itself samewhat turbid owing to the presence of small bodies which evi
dently represent alteration products. The allanites with relatively low sp. 
gr. (about 3·• and less) have Iong been known to be more or less strongly 
weathered, and under the microscope they often show distinct traces of 
this alteration. These traces are partly represented by individualized 
alteration products. The latter do not seem to be evenly distributed, hut 
occur in highly varying amounts in neighbouring parts of such allanite 
individuals that are of low sp. gr. throughout. You may find a piece, 
all the fragments of which consist of a mostly brownish yellow, nearly 
limpid, isotropic substance, and in an other part of the same individual 
this isotropic matrix may be more or less thickly crowded with very 
small bodies which make it turbid. 

Some of the descriptions in the following pages refer to allanite 
substances, portions of which were rich in more or less distinctly indi-
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vidualized alteration products. Repeatedly it was possible to state that 
such new formed bodies bad refractive indices approximately equal to 
or somewhat less than I,6o, and, in the cases under consideration, fal
ling within the limiting values of the refractive indices of the mostly iso
tropic matrix itself. (This fact is not specially mentioned in the descrip
tions just referred to, since I have endeavoured to make them as short 
as possible. ) Thus the medium refractive indices of these allanites would 
probably retain nearly the same value, no matter whether the medium 
refractive index is made to refer to the (isotropic) matrix alone or to the 
whole mass, the individualized alteration products includecl. As I have 
sought to obtain corresponding values of sp. gr. and refraction in all the 
other cases, and as the sp. gr. has been determined upon the whole mass, 
I have ehosen the latter alternative. However, since the medium values 
of refraction obtained for these allanites are more uncertain than in the 
remaining cases, and since it might be questioned, whether it would be 
appropriate to give them in the diagram, they have not been introdu
ced into it. The diagram thus only shows the points corresponding to 
allanites free from or with only subordinate amounts of individualized 
alteration products. Still, if the values thus omitted were placed in the 
diagram, they would not in the !east change its general appearance of a 
Iong, narrow, straight strip, but would only make it more distinct. 

The macroscopical appearance of the allanites examined I have, in 
the following, in most cases not deseribed in detail. Uniess otherwise 
stated, they had a black colour, and, if more or less isotropic but not too 
strongly altered, a pitchy luster and a conchoidal or subconchoidal frac
ture. In small fragments under the microscope they showed the well
known variations of colour and absorbtion. The highly altered allanites 
with, macroscopically, a brownish black, reddish brown or yellowish brown 
colour gave brownish yellow fragments, often intermingled with others, 
showing the greenish colours generally characteristic of the less altered 
allanites. Evidently the latter fragments mostly represented less altered 
parts of the allanites, showing higher refraction than the brownish yellow 
fragments. But it is to be observed that in several instances greenish 
fragments bad a refraction lower than that of many brownish yellow frag
ments in the same sample. 

From the data given by C. KLEIN, E. WEINSCHENK, E. H. FORBES 
and P. TERMlER etc., the medium refractive inclices of some zoisites, 
clinozoisites and epidotes have been computed, and afterwards their 
corresponding points marked in the diagram tig. 1. According to TERMlER 1 

zoisite from Bobbio has a sp. gr. = 3,36, and from the values of the re
fractive indices given by him, the medium refractive index of this zoisite 
has been calculated to be 1 .699• WEINSCHENK 2 has determinecl the s p. 
gr. of zoisite from Gorner Gletscher at Zermatt to be 3,372o, and his values 

1 Bull. de la Soc. Fran�. de Min., 1898, T. 21, pp. 1 50, 1 53· 
' Zeitschr. fur Kryst., Bd. z6, 1896, p. 17 1. 

Bull. of Geo/. Vol. XV. 
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of the refractive indices give a medium refraction of r,7o1. The investiga
tions of FORBES1 upon the clinozoi,;ite from Huntington give a medium 
refractive index of I ,71s, corresponding to a s p. gr. of 3,367. Clinozoisite 
from Goslerwand has a s p. gr. of 3.372o according to \NEINSCHENK, 2 

while his determinations of the refractive indices in this case lead. to a 
medium refraction of 1 ,72o. According to the same author the epidote 
from Rothenkopf3 has a sp. gr. of 3,39s5, and from his determinations of 
the refraction I have calculated a medium refractive index of I,729. 

C. KLEIN has determined the refractive indices of epidote from 
Kna]Jpenwand in Untersulzbachthal,4 and from these values a medium 
refraction of I ,75r ma y be computed. As h e d id not determine the s p. 
gr. of the material optically investigated by him, the point of the diagram 
fig. I, corresponding to this epidote, naturally cannot be absolutely fixed. 
To jucige from the rather small variations in sp. gr. and chemical compo
sition of epidote from Knappenwand, indicated. by the determinations and 
analyses referred to in HINTZt(s »Handbuch der Mineralogie», it seems 
safe to assume a sp. gr. not far from 3·49· 

The determinations upon zoisite, clinozoisite and epidote thus show 
that their medium refractive indices lie between, approximately, I ,7o and 
I ,75. Among the allanites examined by me only No. I. Bastnäs and No. 
3. Ural have higher medium refraction than the last value given, and from 
the whole appearance of the diagram it is evident that so high a refrac
tion for an allanite must always be associated with a very great density, 
probable greater than 3,75• Compared with an epidote or zoisite of the 
same sp. gr. as a certain allanite, the latter shows a sotnewhat lower re
fraction, as is shown by the diagram fig. I. 

The figure also shows that the narrow >>allanite strip» stretches 
straight towards the point corresponding to water. Remembering the 
great role that \\later plays in the compo,;ition of altered allanites, the 
question may be asked whether the <�llanites in general should be consid
ered simply as mixtures (solid solutions) between allanite molecules and 
water? As a matter of fact, in a diagram constructed in such a manner 
as fig. I, the points corre�ponding to the different solutions in varying 
proportions of two substances in each other, together should form a 

straight Iine. 
The question can immediately be negatived with regard to the more 

evidently altered allanites vvith low sp. gr. The analy,;es of such sub
stances that are at hand indicate very important changes of the quantita
tive chemical cumposition of the original allanite substances besides the 
taking up of water. When taking the other allanites into consideration, 
we also immediately find another important factor influencing their sp. gr. 

1 Amer Journ. of Sc., Ser . IV, Vol. I, pp. 27, 28. 
2 Zeitschr. fiir Kryst., Bd. 26, 1896, p. 169. 
3 Ibid., pp. 165-166. 
• Neues Jahrb. fur Min. etc., 1 874, pp. 1-21. 
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and refraction, namely the conversion from the crystalline state into the 
amorphous without any change of the quantitative chemical composition. 
With regard to the actual course of the »allanite strip», it may be remark
ed that a very great number of chemical compounds have their earres
porrding points lying within or in the immediate neighbourhood of it. 

I now proceed to give brief descriptions of the allanites examirred 
by me, all belonging to the MineralogicaJ Dep. of the N at. Hist. Museum: 

Examined allanites. 

No. J. »Ceri n >> from Bastnäs, Riddarhyttan, Sweden.  
In  a thin-section comprisi ng a rather !arge number of the  compara
tively small a l lanite indiv idua ls  from thi s local ity the a l l anite sub
stance was found to have a h igh birefrin gence and a very strong 
pleochroism 1 with a =li ght greenish yellow, b= dark brown,  C= dark 
reddish brown. The absorbtion was C= & > a. Twins according to 
(I o o) we re common. I t was evident t hat  the allan i te h ad a rather 
!arge axial  angle,  but agreed with the allan i tes proper from the 
Christi ani a territory in being optically negative and h aving th e axial 
plane normal to th e p l ane  of symmetry2 (c =b) There were found 
no seetians paraHel to (o1o) upon which the extinction angle could 
be determined. 
The fragm ents of a small crystal with a sprci.fic l:ravit_y = 4,zs showed 
the same pleochroism as that abov e  mentioned, and an evidently 
qui te f re sh a l lan i te substance. Even a was found to surpass I ,7s. 
CLEVE h as made two analyses which refer to al l anite from Bastnäs . 3•4•5 
In one case3 the  all anite analyzed had a sp .  gr.= 4,1o3- 4,108, m 
the  other4 4,,5, just as th at investigated by m e .  

No. z . Österby, Dal arne (Dalecarlia), Sweden . 
The fragments of the pul verized mineral were generally birefringent, 
and strongly pleochroitic. T h e  presence of some few isotropic 
a l l ani te fragments was observed. In parts the allanite substance was 
som ewhat turbid. 
Sp. gr. = J,s7. 
The refracti on of the fragments was between J ,745 an'd less than 
T,6so; in general I,74s-I,7J5· Medium indexo_f re_fraction=abouti,74. 

1 Cfr. A. SJÖGREN, Om Gadolin itens, Orthitens samt med dessa likartade mineraliers 
förhållande under mikroskopet. Ge o l. Fören. i Stockholm För h., Bd. 3, I 876-77, p. 261. 

2 V. M. GOLDSCHMIDT, Die Kontaktmetamorphose im Kristianiagebiet. Vidensk. 
selsk. Skrifter, I, Mat. Naturv. Kla,se, I9II, No. II, p. 420. 

' Ö f,·ersigt af K. Sv. Vet. Akad. i Stockholm Förh., Bd. I9, I86z, p. 425. 
4 NILs ENGsTRÖM, Undersökning af några mineral, som innehålla sällsynta jord

arter. Dissertation, Upsala r877, 4:0, pp. I9, 20. 
6 Zeitschr. fur Kryst., Bd. ), I879, pp. 195, I96 in an exhaustive abstract by W. C. 

BRöGGER of the fore-going paper. 
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No. 3· Ural. 
From the portion Jeft by ENGSTROM after having selected material 
for his an alysis N o.  z . 1• 2 

The fragments showed themselves to be birefrin gent, samewh at tur· 
bid, and strongly pleochroitic. 
Sp. gr. = Jmx· (For the analyzed portion 3,67 according to ENG
STROM. ) 
The refraction of most fragments was found to vary between r ,768 

and 1 ,747. In very rare cases, th e refraction descended to somewhat 
less than I ,738. Medium rifractive index= about I,75 (6). 

No. 4· Greenland. 
Fro m t h e  portion left by CLEVE after having selected material for 
h is  analys is  No. 9· 3, 4 
Part of the fragments under the m icroscope had a di rty green or 
greenish brown colour and were isotropic. Yet most of them were 
birefringent (birefri n gence partly hi gh) ,  and showed a strong pleo
chroism in  brown and green colours . Mostly the fragments showed 
a limpid allanite substan ce. 
Sp. gr. =J.645. (The analyzed portion 3o37 accordi ng to CLEVE.) 
The refraction was found to vary between 1 ,73s and I ,677. The 
i sotropic  fragments h ad a refractive index between r ,697 and 1 ,677, 

while the (much m ore numerous) birefringent ones nearly in all cases 
exceeded r,697· Medium refractive index= about I,72 (0). 

No. 5· Hitterö, Norway. 

No. 6 

From the porti on left by ENGSTROM after having selected m aterial for 
his analysis No. r. B, 4 
The fragments under th e microscope sh owed the substance to b e  
rather l impid,  birefringent, pleochroit ic, although not strongly. The 
presence of completely isotropic substance could be stated only in 
purely excepti onal cases.  
Sp. gr. = J,5o7. (The analyzed port ion 3·52 according to ENGSTROM. ) 
The refraction vari ed between I ,72s and 1 ,695. Most of the fragments 
had indi ces between 1 ,7Il and r,7o2. Approximate medium refractive 
index = I, 7o (7). 

Alv e (the l ab el shows the w ro ng s peJl ing » Alvö » 7), Norway. 
From the portion left by ENGSTROM after h aving selected material 
fo r his analysis No. 7. s, 6 

Th e fragments sh owed themselves to be i sotropic.  The substance 
was somewhat turbi d; polari zing alteration p roducts were rather  rare . 
Sp. gr. = J,49o. (The analyzed portion 3,39 according to ENGSTROM. ) 

l ENGSTRÖM, I. c., PP· Il' J6. 
2 Zeitschr. fUr Kryst., Bd. 3, pp. 193, 194. 

3 ENGSTRÖM, l. c., PP· 20, 22. 
4 Zeitschr. fiir Kryst., Bd. 3, pp. 196, 197. 

u ENGSTRÖM, l. c., pp. 10, 16. 

6 Zeitschr. fiir Kryst., Bd. 3, pp. 193, 194. 
7 Cfr. the remark by BRöGGER, Zeitschr. fiir Kryst., Bd. 3, p. 193. 
8 ENGSTRÖM, J. C., pp. l), 17. 
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No . 7· 

The refraction of the fragments vari ed on ly between r,687 and 1,677; 

medium rejractive index= I,6s(2). 

Laurinkari, Finland. 
The fragments under the microscope were seen to be only jaz'ntly 
birefracting.  
Sp. gr. = 3,44· 
The refractive in dex of the fragments vari ed between r , 7o5 and I , 69o; 

medium refractive z'ndex = I,69 (s). 

No. 8. Sofiakyrkan, Stockholm, Sweden. 
The allanite substance was generally isotropic, only some few frag· 
ments showed themselves to be faintly birefracting. Only small, 
sparse spots of polarizing alteration products were to be seen . 
• Sp. gr. = 3•439· 
The refractive indices of the fragments varied only between r,69o and 
1 ,68;;  medium refractive index= I,6s (s). 

No. 9· Nreskilen, Arend al , Norway. 
From the portion left by CLEVE after having selected material for 
his analysis No. 6.1. 2 

The allanite substance showed itself to be i sotropi c  and in general 
rather limpid, but there were some not quite negligeable spots of 
polari z ing  alteration products.  
Sp. gr. =J,4•7 . (The analyzed portion 3,47 according to CLEVE.) 
The refraction varied between 1,697 and less th an I ,682; bu t, with 
exception of some few ones, the fragm ents bad i n dices between r,69J 

and r ,682; medium refractive index t hus= about I,6S (s). 

No. ro. Hitterö, Norway. 
The allanite substance was only partly isotropic, partly it was faintly 
bi refracting. In general it was rather limpid. 
Sp. gr. J,4a. 
The refraction of the fragments vari ed between I ,7o5 and less than 
I,68o; in  general it was r,7o5 - r ,6So .. Medium rejractive index= about 
I,69 (o) . 

No. r r. Egedes Minde, Greenland. 
The allanite substance was isotropic and rather limpid. 
Sp. gr. = J,4 •. 
The refractive indices of the fragments v aried between r , 69 5  and less 
t han r , 67o, most! y between I ,695 and I ,69o .  Medium rejractive index 
= I169 (2). 

No. r 2. Slättåkra, Småland, Sweden . 
From the porti on left by ENGSTRöM after havin g  selected materi al  
for his  analysis No . 4· 3 ,  ·l 

1 ENGSTRÖM, l. c. ,  pp. 20, 2 1. 

2 Zeitschr. fiir Kryst., Bd. 3, pp. 195, 196. 
" ENGSTRÖM, J. c., pp. 12, 17. 
·• Zeitschr. fiir Kryst., Bd. 3, pp. 193, 194. 
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The substance of the fragments was rather limpid a n d ,  in general , 

isotropic. Sti l l  patches of polarizing alterat ion products were present 
in some quan ti ty. 
Sp. gr.= J,4r. (The analyzed port ion 3.JS according to ENGSTROM.) 
The re fractive indi ces of all fragments were inc luded between I ,697 
and I ,67o. In most cases the  variation was on ly within the l imits 
r ,687 and I ,677. Medium rrfractive index= I,6s(z). 

N o. I 3. Skeppsholm en, Stockholm , Sweden. 
The substance was , in  general , isotropic and limpid. The amoun t  
of polari zing  alteration p roducts was very subordinate. 

Sp. g·r. = 3•396· 
T h e  refraction of the fragments was found to vary between 1 ,69o and 
r ,68o; medium refractive index = I,68 (5). 

No. 14· Skeppshohnen, Stockholm , Sweden, 
The exaro ined speci men formed a fragment of a l arger crystal , and 
was p artly bounded by rough crystal faces. Against these the black 
a l lan ite substance with pitchy luster and subconchoidal fracture 
rapidly turned into a brownish yellow substance with dull luster, and 
of I mm. thi ckness at most, evi dently a weathering crust. This 
altered, brownish yel low allanile substance forms the followin g No. zs. 
T h e  macroscopical ly  black substan ce was isotropic, only seldom 
somewhat turbid by polarizing alteration products. 
Sp. gr. = ,],396. 
The fragments of the m acroscopi cally black substance had refractive 
indices varying between r ,68> and r ,68o; medium refractive index = I.68 (3). 

No. I5. Neigh bourhood of Arendal ,  Norway . 

The substance was isotropic, and in general almost limpid. 
Sp. gr. = 3,39 
The refraction of the fragments varied between I ,691 and less t han 
I ,67o; mostly i t was 1,691 - I ,671. /Vledittm refractive index =--= I,68 (4). 

No. r6. Egedes Minde, Greenland. 
From th e portion left by ENGSTROM after h aving selected material for 
his analysis No. 8.1• 2 

The al lanite substance was isotropic , generally l impid.  Sti l l  there 
was to be seen a certain amoun t  of polarizing alteration products. 
Sp. gr. = 3,363• (The analyzed portion 3,32 accordin g  to ENGSTROM.) 
The refracti on of the fragments was fou.nd to vary between a m axi
mum valne of I,682 and , in single cases, a m in i mum value of less 
than r ,664. Most fragmen ts h ad indices between I .677 and 1 ,6p. 
Mfdium refractive index= I ,67 (5). 

No. I 7. Blacl{stadbro, Froland , Norway. 
From the portion left by ENGSTROM after havin g  selected material for 
his  analysis No.  ro. s, 4 

1 ENGSTRÖM, i. c., pp. !3, 18. 

2 Zeitschr. fur Kryst., Bd. 3, pp. 193, 194. 

"ENGSTRÖM, i. c., pp. 14, 18. 

" Zeitschr. fur Kryst., Bd. 3, pp. 193, 195. 
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Most fragments were bi refractirig, .al though 
m1mber of them were found to be isotropic. 
fragm ents was generally rather limpid. The 
hi gher  refraction t h an the isotropic ones. 

often only faintly. A 
The substance of the 

birefracting grai n s  bad 

Sp. gr. = 3,346 (The an alyzed p<>rtion 3,28 according to ENGSTRöM. ) 
Nearly all fragments had a refraction between I,693 and 1,653. Most 
of t hem h ad indices between r ,687 and J ,6p. Medium rejractive in
dex= I,68 (o). 

No. J8. Voge, parish of Moland, Norway. 
The substance of this al l anite was isotropi c  in general . Some frag
ments were faintly birefracting. The substance was m ostly almost 
limpid . 
�p. lJT. = 3,33· 
The fragments h ad refractive indices between r ,690 and I ,675; medium 
refractive index = I,68 (3). 

No. 19. Stockholm, Sweden .  
From the portion left b y  ENGsTRöM after h aving selected m aterial for 
his analysis No. II.J, 2 
The fragments sh owed an i sotropic and tbroughout rather l i mpid 
substance. Only very small quantities of polarizin g alteration pro· 
ducts were to be  seen. 
Sp. gr. =3,3or· (The analyzed portion 3,22 according to ENGSTRöM.) 
The refractive indices of the fragments vari ed between 1,677 and J ,648. 

In most cases the indices b ad valnes between I ,666 and J ,658. Medium 
rejractive index = I166 (z). 

No. 20. Ytterby, Uppland, Sweden. 
The fragments of  thi s a\lanite under the m icroscope showed them
selves to be, in general, isotropic and limpid. 
Sp. gr. = 3,zso· 
The refraction of the fragments vari ed between r ,68o and less than 
J ,65o, i n  most cases betwee n  r ,6So an d r ,66o; medium rejractive index 
= I,66 (9). 

N o. z J. StocldJolm, Swede n .  
From t h e  portion left by ENGSTRöM after having selected m aterial for 
his analysis No . r r. (Cfr. allanite No. 19.) 
The fragments were isotropic and rather l impid. Polarizing altera
tion products were to be found only in s m al l  quantities. 
Sp. gr. = 3,z4o. (Cfr . al\anite No. r9.) 
The refractive indices of the fragments were found to l ie between 
1,672 and I ,643. Most fragm e nts ha d indices between I ,664 an d I ,65 3. 
Medium rifractive index= I,65 (9). 

No . 22. Snarum, Norway. 
The grains showed an allanite substance th at was m ore often faintly 
ani sotropic  than isotropic. Mostly i t  was comparatively limpid. In a 
thin-section cut from the same al\anite individual the extinction was 

1 ENGSTRÖM, J. C., pp . 15, 19. 
2 Zeitschr. 

'
fur Kryst., Bd. 3, pp. 193, I95· 
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uniform throughout the whole sl ice, and there could be no doubt 
that the faint  double refraction was a renmant of the original bire
fringence of the allanite. 
Sp. gr. = J,•J· 
The different fragments h ad refractive indi ces varyi n g  between I ,665 

and I ,65o; medium rifractive index= I,65 (s). 

No. 23. Varghol m en at Gottenvik, Östergötland, Sweden. 
The allanite substance was isotropic, generally l impid.  
Sp. gr. = 3:>II· 
The fragments vari ed i n  refracti on between I ,675 and I ,64o, most ly  
between I ,67o and r ,65o. Medium refractive index= I,66(0). 

No. 24. The ne ighbourhood of Kragerö, Norway. 
The isotropic substance was samewhat turbi d. 
Sp. gr. = J,z9• 
Th e refraction of the fragm ents varied between I ,66o and r ,63o, in  
most ca.ses between I ,65o and I,6Jo. Medium refractive index= I,64 (.). 

No . 2 5· Cobalt·mine o f  Tun a berg, Södermanland, Sweden.  
The grains of th i s  allanite, about I cm. in diameter, are embedded in 
>>blå vattkalk», an old local name for a. pyroxene·calcite rock.  Under 
the microscope almost all  fragments showed them selves to be limpid 
and quite isotropic. 
Sp. gr. = J,z7o. 
The refraction of the fragments varied between r,66o and I ,645. Me· 
dium refractive index = I,65 (3). 

No. 26. Tnn aberg, Söderm anland, Sweden. 
Mode of  occurrence similar to that of alla ni te No. 2 5· Under the 
m icroscope almost all fragments showed themselves to be limpid and 
quite isotropic. 
Sp. gr. = J,zs7· 
The refraction of the fragments varied between I ,645 and I ,64o. Medium 
refractive index= I,64 (3). 

No.  27. Ytterby, Uppl and, Sweden. 
Fro m the portion left by ENGSTRöM after having selected m aterial for 
one or both of his analyses No. 5 and I2.1• 2• 3 

The fragments were isotropic and nearly always l impid.  Almost no  
polari zing alteration products were visible. 
Sp. gr. = J,o8o· (According to ENGSTRÖM one of  the portions of 
a11anite from Ytterby, an alyzed by h im, had a sp. gr. of 3,9 the 
other on e z ,9z. ) 

l ENGSTI\ÖM, L c .• pp. I2, 1 5, 17, I9. 
2 Zeit,chr. fiir Kryst., Bd. 3, pp. 193-195· 
3 The label of the specimen in question only carries a nate (written by G. LI:-.JD· 

STRÖM) that the material has been analyzed by ENGSTRÖM. There is only one box with 
such a nate, and this fact can be taken in favour of the view that the material of EKG

STRöM's analyses of allan ite from Ytterby has been ehosen from the sam e  specimen in  
both cases. 
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The refraction of the fragments was found to vary b etween I ,664 and 
I ,6,4• Most fragments bad indices between I ,648 and I ,624. Medium 
rrfractive index= about I,63 (6). 

No.  28. Ytterby, Uppland, Sweden.  
From th e portion left by ENGSTROM after having selected m aterial for 
one or both ·of his analyses No. s and 12. (Cfr. allanite No. 27.) 
The substance was isotropic and rather l impid,  yet not aiways in so 
high a degree as that of No. 27. Only sm all quautities of polariz
ing alteration products were to be seen. 
Sp. l(r. =J,os· (Cfr. allanite No. 27.) 
The fragm ents were found to have refractive indices between I,6S3 

and I ,610. In m ost cases the indices vari ed between I ,643 and J ,624. 

Medium rrfractive index = I,63 (4). 

No. 29. Ytterby, Uppland, Sweden. 
From the portion left by ENGSTRöM after having selected m aterial for 
one or both of his analyses No.  s and 1 2 .  (Cfr .  allanite No. 27.) 
The substance was i sotropic and generally limpid. Almost no 
polarizing alteration products were visi ble .  
Sp. gr. =J,or7. (Cfr. a l lanile No.  27.) 
The refractive indices were found to vary between I ,658 and r ,610. 

Most of the fragments had indices between 1,639 and I,6,7, with a 
m axtmum of frequency at about I ,633. Medium refractive index= about 
I,63 (3). 

No. 30. Ytterby, Uppland, Sweden. 
From the portion left by ENGSTRöM after having selected material for 
on e o r  both of his an lyses No.  s and 1 2. (Cfr .  allan i te No 2 7 .) 
The substance was isotropic and generally l impid.  The amount of 
polariz ing alteration products was very sm all . 
Sp. gr. = 2,964. (Cfr. allan i te No.  2 7 .) 
The refractive indices of alm ost all grains fel! between J ,648 and I ,6,7. 
One sin gle fragment  was found to surpass the higher value mentioned. 
Most of t hem h ad indices between I ,633 and J ,624. Medium refrac
tive index= I,6• (s). 

No. 31. Ytterby, Uppland, Sweden . 
From macroscopical ly brownish bl ack parts of an allanite indivi dual, 
from which No. 36 i s  also derived. 
The fragments were in general isotropic,  and comparatively lim pid . 
Sp. gr. = 2.963. 
The refractive indices of the fragments varied within the wide 
lim its J ,66o and J ,57o. A very approximate value if tlu medt'um re· 
fractive index = I,6r· 

No. 32. Karlberg, Sweden. 
From the portion left by  ENGSTRöM after having selected m aterial for 
his analysis No.  J3.1, 2 

Designated by ENGSTRöM as altered .  
A great par t  of  the al lanile substance under  the  m icroscope Jooked 

1 ENGSTRÖM, J. c. , pp. 17, 19. 

' Zeitschr. fiir Kryst., Bd. 3, pp. 193, I95· 
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rather turbid, and about h alf of it was altered to p o l arizing sub
stances. There was also some isotropic, yel lowish brown , m ore 
clear substance. Single isotropic grains with a green colour were 
also visible.  
Sp. gr . ..:_ 2,si9 . (Th e anal yzed portion 3 , o7 according to ENGSTROM.) 
T h e  refracti o n  o f  the fragments varied between r , 6 r 7  and r , 54o, the 
great m ass of them ha  vi n g  indices between J , 1 9o  and r , 1 7o .  Medium 
index o.f re.fradion = about I,5s. 

No. 3 3 ·  Karlberg, Sweden. 
From the portion left by ENGSTROM after having selected m aterial  for 
his an alysis No. 1 3 . (Cfr.  al lanile No.  3 2 . )  
Designated b y  ENGSTROM a s  altered. 
As for the appearance of the fragments under the m icroscope, th e 
on ly difference from No. 3 2 i s  that the substance mostly sh oweu 
itself m ore l impid.  The greater part of the substance consisted in 
polarizing alteration products af  allanite.  
Sp. gr. = 2,74I .  (Cfr.  allanile No. 3 2 . ) 
Single grains . ha d a refractive index high er than r , 5 9o  o r  lower than 
I , 5 6  o ; m ost fragments h ad indices between J , 1 s 5  and J , 5 7o .  Ratlur 
approximate medium re.fractiz1e index= I,5s . 

No. 3 4 ·  Karlberg, Sweden. 
From the portion left by ENGSTROM after h aving selected m aterial for 
his  analysis No.  1 3 .  (Cfr. a l lan ite No.  3 2 . ) 
Designated by ENGSTROM as a ltered. 
The mineral substance under the microscope showed itself to be 
_ mostly isotropic and, in gen eral , rather limpid. 
Sp. gr. = 2,7,4.  (Cfr. allanite No. 3 2 .) 
The refraction o f  the fragments was found to vary between r , 5 9o  and 
I , 5 J 5 ·  Most of  them had indices between 1 , 5 So and 1 , 5 6o. il1edium 
re.fractive index= I,57 (a) . 

No.  3 5 ·  » Vasit » 1  from R ö n sholmen,  not far fro m  Ytterby, Uppland,  Sweden. 
The specimen represents a reddish b rown variety. The substance 
was m o stly isotropic  and rath er l impid ; p artly it was stron gly turbid. 
Sp. gr. = 2,697 . 1 

T h e  fragments had refractive indices between r , 6oo and J , 5 5 o ,  i n  m ost 
cases r , 5 so - 1 , 5 6o .  Medium re.fractive index = I,57 . 

N o .  36. Ytterby, Uppland, Sweden.  
Yeilowish brown parts of the same allanile individual as  No. 3 r ;  
the yellowish brown and the brown ish b l ack p arts im pe rceptibly 
grade into each other. Most of  th e substance was found to be 

1 In connection with thi� >> vasi t >> i t ma  y be proper to make the following remark : 
In bis abstract in Zeitschr. filr Kryst . ,  Bd. 3 ,  pp. 1 9 1 - 20 1 of ENGSTRÖM's paper, BRöGGER 
do e s not giv e an y figures for the s p .  gr. of  the t wo varieties of • vasit» whicb have been 
analyzed bv ENGSTRÖM (p. 1 99 of the abstract). In bis paper, however, ENGSTRÖM (1. c . ,  
p. z6) mentions tbat the  blackisb brown variety, analyzed by b im,  bad a sp. gr. =  2,86, 

and  the red variety = 2,61 .  Neither does HINTZE, in bis >>Handbucb der Mineralogie» ,  give 
these determinations of the sp. gr. 
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isotropic and rather limpid. Partly, however, it was turbid by the 
presence of polarizing alteration products. 
Sp. gr. = 2,6�-
None of the fragments had a higher refractive index than I,6oo, and 
only a few lower than I,55o. In most cases the variation was 
within the limits I,;so and r,;6o. Medium rifractive index= I,57. 

N o. 3 7. Eriksberg, Stockholm, Sweden. 
From the pegmatite dikes at this locality the Mineralogical Depart· 
ment of the Natural History Museum of Sweden possesses some spe· 
ci mens of the mo re or less yellow alteration products of allanite, 
known as »Xanthorthit». 
The old label of two of the specimens gives the analysis by J. F. BAHR.1 
Possibly the material for his analysis was taken from t hese speci · 

mens. In any case they now carry only small quautities of »Xanth
orthit�. l procured som e very small fragments of i t for an optical 
examination. As they included rather numerous feldspar grains, it 
has not been possible for me to make any trustworthy determination 
of the sp. gr. The label tells us that BAHR determined the sp. gr. 
of the material analyzed to 2,771 Under the microscope, the sub· 
stance was partly rather limpid and isotropic, partly turbid by 
polarizing alteration products. 
The fragments h ad refractive indices between r ,6oo and I ,;6o. 

No. 38. Eriksberg. Stockholm, Sweden. 
This old specimen is on ly la belled as beirrg from the locality mentioned. 
I t carries an other representative of »Xanthorthit», both macroscopically 
and microscopically very similar to No. 37· The sp. gr. of a frag· 
ment was determined to be 2,68, but this figure is not reliable, as the 
fragment, also in this case, showed itself to contain not insignificant 
quautities of feldspar. 
The refractive indices of the fragments varied between I ,6oo and less 
than r,5;o; mostly the indices were between I,;8o and I , 55o. Medium 
refractive index= 1,;6- r ,57-

No. 39· Karlberg, Sweden. 
From the portion left by ENGsTRÖM after having selected material for 
his analysis No. 13. {Cfr. allanite No. 32. ) 
Designated by ENGSTRÖM as altered. 
A great part of the mineral substance was rather turbid. The larger 
part of it was isotropic, the rest consisted of polarizing alteration 
products. 
Sp. gr. = 2,67s. (Cfr. al!anite No. 32.) 
Only in very rare cases the refraction of the fragments was higher 
t han 1 ,58;. The lowest refraction observed was 1 ,;;o. Most of the 
fragments h ad refractive indices between I ,s8o and r, ;6o. Rather 
approximate medium refractive index= I.57. 

No. 40. Skeppsholmen, Stockholm, Sweden. 
The small fragment investigated formed part of the brownish yellow 
weathering crust of that allanite crystal from w h ich No. I 4 was derived. 

1 Öfversigt af K. Sv. Vet. Akad. i Stockholm Förh., Bd. 2, r845, p. 89. Here the 
sp. gr. of the material analyzed is recorded (by L. SvANBERG) to have been 2,78. 
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Under the mi croscope i t  showed i tself to consist of a generally 
i sotropic base which was mostly more or less turbid by the presen ce 
of  faintly polarizing al teration products. 
The sp. gr. was determ ined to be 2 , 5o by suspension in methylene 
i odide, but I feel rather sure that this value is somewhat too low, 
as there is reason to suspect that there was some air adhering to  
the  very smal l  fragment . 

The refracti ve indices of the separate fragments vari ed between 1 ,Goo 
and less than r , 5 3 o, in m ost cases between r , ; s o  and I , qo. Very 
approximate medium refractive index = r , 5 6 .  


